Maternal ageing and nondisjunction: a comparative study of two chromosomal techniques on the formation of univalents in first meiotic metaphase oocytes of the mouse.
The incidence of univalents was compared between slides prepared according to two clearly different chromosomal methods, i.e. Tarkowski's method and ours, in order to examine whether a univalent pair could be formed artifactually at the first meiotic metaphase (MI). The oocytes used were obtained from young (2-3 months) and old (12-15 months) age groups of both C57BL/6 and dd mice. In Tarkowski's method only a single fixative was used, while in our method three different fixatives were used successively in order to fix oocytes without their being ruptured. Despiralized, fuzzy and loosely associated chromatids were seen frequently in the slides prepared by Tarkowski's method, while such features were seen less frequently in the slides prepared by our method. The incidence of oocytes with univalents in the slides made by Tarkowski's method was much higher than in those made by ours in both age and strain groups (P less than 0.05-0.001). Thus, it was confirmed that the so-called univalents could be produced artifactually. The results did not support the production line hypothesis of Henderson and Edwards (1968) which was based on their observation of an increased incidence of univalents in MI oocytes from aged female mice.